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ParGram ParGram 

Parallel Grammar ProjectParallel Grammar Project

�� The Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) ParGram The Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) ParGram 
project is a collaborative effort. project is a collaborative effort. 

�� The aim of the project is to produce wide coverage The aim of the project is to produce wide coverage 
grammars for several languages. These are written grammars for several languages. These are written 
collaboratively within the linguistic framework of collaboratively within the linguistic framework of LFG LFG 
and with a commonlyand with a commonly--agreedagreed--upon set of grammatical upon set of grammatical 
features. features. 

�� The Malagasy grammar, with Welsh, is part of the The Malagasy grammar, with Welsh, is part of the 
ongoing verbongoing verb--initial grammars project:initial grammars project:

�� http://users.ox.ac.uk/~cpgl0015/pargramhttp://users.ox.ac.uk/~cpgl0015/pargram
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SystemSystem

XLE Grammar

Morphological Analyzer

Tokenizer

String

Syntactic Analysis

FutureTense+andeha+Verb

HandehaTBahoTB.

Handeha aho.

“I will go.”
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Overview: TwoOverview: Two--Way MorphologyWay Morphology

�� The Malagasy morphological analyzer is a bidirectional The Malagasy morphological analyzer is a bidirectional 

finite state transducer:finite state transducer:

�� it can be used in grammatical analysis to produce it can be used in grammatical analysis to produce 

morphologically analyzed input to a parser morphologically analyzed input to a parser 

�� or in generation to produce a surface form from a or in generation to produce a surface form from a 

specification of lexical propertiesspecification of lexical properties

Lexical/Upper SideLexical/Upper Side Surface/Lower SideSurface/Lower Side

FutureTense+andeha+Verb FutureTense+andeha+Verb handehahandeha
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Morphological AnalyzerMorphological Analyzer

LEXC Lexicon

XFST Orthographic
Rules

Filter
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MalagasyMalagasy

�� Malagasy is a West Malagasy is a West 

Austronesian language Austronesian language 

spoken by about six spoken by about six 

million people on the million people on the 

island of Madagascar. island of Madagascar. 

�� Our analysis of Malagasy Our analysis of Malagasy 

verbal and nominal verbal and nominal 

morphology closely morphology closely 

follows Keenan and follows Keenan and 

Polinsky (1998).Polinsky (1998).
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MorphologyMorphology

�� Word formation: affixation and reduplication. Word formation: affixation and reduplication. 

�� Verbs and nouns are built from the Verbs and nouns are built from the 

concatenation of roots. concatenation of roots. 

�� ““WeakWeak”” roots: threeroots: three--syllable roots ending in one syllable roots ending in one 

of the of the ““weak syllablesweak syllables”” nana, , kaka, or , or tratra

�� All other roots are All other roots are ““strongstrong””
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Nominal MorphologyNominal Morphology

Genitive CompoundsGenitive Compounds

�� Head+NPgenHead+NPgen

�� Head can be: noun, passive verb, preposition, or Head can be: noun, passive verb, preposition, or 

adjectiveadjective

�� NPgen can be a genitive pronoun, noun, etc.NPgen can be a genitive pronoun, noun, etc.

�� Head and NPgen are concatenated. The Head and NPgen are concatenated. The 

concatenation is regulated by rules referring to concatenation is regulated by rules referring to 

properties of the final syllable in the Head and properties of the final syllable in the Head and 

the first syllable in NPgen.the first syllable in NPgen.
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Example Compounding RulesExample Compounding Rules

�� Head is strong:Head is strong:

(a) NPgen begins with a vowel V:(a) NPgen begins with a vowel V:

CV + V CV + V →→ CVnCVn’’V V 

(b) NPgen begins with a consonant C with corresponding (b) NPgen begins with a consonant C with corresponding 

stop consonant S:stop consonant S:

CV + C CV + C →→ CVnCVn--S (S is not bilabial), orS (S is not bilabial), or

CV + C CV + C →→ CVmCVm--S (S is bilabial)S (S is bilabial)
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ImplementationImplementation

Genitive Compound: Genitive Compound: 

akonjonakonjon--olonaolona

Upper: Upper: 
akanjo+Noun+GEN+olona+Nounakanjo+Noun+GEN+olona+Noun

Lower: akanjonLower: akanjon--olonaolona

““a persona person’’s clothess clothes””

LEXC transducer akanjoko:LEXC transducer akanjoko:

Upper: Upper: 

akanjo+Noun+1SgGenakanjo+Noun+1SgGen

Lower: akanjokoLower: akanjoko

““my clothesmy clothes””

LEXC transducer akanjo:LEXC transducer akanjo:

Upper: akanjo+NounUpper: akanjo+Noun

Lower: akanjoLower: akanjo

““clothesclothes””

LEXICON NounLEXICON Noun

akanjo         NStrong;akanjo         NStrong;

LEXICON NStrongLEXICON NStrong

+Noun:^StrongRoot StrongSuff;+Noun:^StrongRoot StrongSuff;
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Verbal MorphologyVerbal Morphology

�� Active VerbsActive Verbs

�� NonNon--Active VerbsActive Verbs

�� Passive verbs:Passive verbs:

�� There are a small number of passive roots.There are a small number of passive roots.

�� The largest category of passives is suffix passives with The largest category of passives is suffix passives with --(C)ina or (C)ina or ––(C)ana(C)ana

�� The third type of passive is prefix passives. These are formed bThe third type of passive is prefix passives. These are formed by one of y one of 

the prefixes the prefixes aa, , voavoa, or , or tafatafa..

�� Circumstantial: prefixed by primary active affixes Circumstantial: prefixed by primary active affixes ii, , anan with with 

suffixation suffixation ––Cana, where C is the rootCana, where C is the root--specific epenthetic specific epenthetic 

consonant. consonant. 
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Example Passive: fantatraExample Passive: fantatra

�� Verbal Template for suffix passivesVerbal Template for suffix passives

�� TENSE (AmpCaus) (ACTIVE) ROOT (C)VnaPass(GEN|IMP)TENSE (AmpCaus) (ACTIVE) ROOT (C)VnaPass(GEN|IMP)

�� WeakKTRoot WeakKTRoot fantatrafantatra ““be knownbe known””

�� LEXICON PassiveRootLEXICON PassiveRoot

�� FantatraFantatra TR2RWeak;  ! be knownTR2RWeak;  ! be known
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fantatrafantatra

�� LEXICON TR2RWeakLEXICON TR2RWeak

�� +Verb:^WeakKTRoot^Ftr2r+Verb:^WeakKTRoot^Ftr2r PassSuff;PassSuff;

�� The feature ^Ftr2r is referred to by the XFST The feature ^Ftr2r is referred to by the XFST 

rule:rule:

[t r a] [t r a] →→ r || _ ^Ftr2rr || _ ^Ftr2r
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Passive SuffixationPassive Suffixation

�� Correct passive:Correct passive: fantarinafantarina

�� Incorrect passive:Incorrect passive: **fantaranafantarana

�� We implement the lexical preference with flag diacritics.We implement the lexical preference with flag diacritics.

<{fantatra} @U.PASS.I@> TR2RWeak;<{fantatra} @U.PASS.I@> TR2RWeak;

LEXICON PassaSuffLEXICON PassaSuff

<+Pass1:a 0:n 0:a @U.PASS.A@><+Pass1:a 0:n 0:a @U.PASS.A@> #;#;

LEXICON PassiSuffLEXICON PassiSuff

<+Pass1:i 0:n 0:a @U.PASS.I@><+Pass1:i 0:n 0:a @U.PASS.I@> #;#;
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ImplementationImplementation

LongLong--distance dependenciesdistance dependencies

dinikadinika NK2HWeak ;  ! ConsultationNK2HWeak ;  ! Consultation

LEXICONLEXICON NK2HWeakNK2HWeak

<+Noun:^WeakKTRoot @R.NOUN.ON@> <+Noun:^WeakKTRoot @R.NOUN.ON@> 

WeakKTEnding ; WeakKTEnding ; 

<@R.VERB.ON@><@R.VERB.ON@> K2HWeak;K2HWeak;
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Final ExampleFinal Example

Surface form:Surface form: nifampidinika nifampidinika 

Components:Components: no+if+amp+i+dinikano+if+amp+i+dinika

Lexical Specification: Lexical Specification: 

PastTense+Reciprocal+Causative+Active+PastTense+Reciprocal+Causative+Active+

dinika+Verb dinika+Verb 

““to hold discussionsto hold discussions””
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Future WorkFuture Work

�� ReduplicationReduplication

�� Tertiary affixes with tense markingTertiary affixes with tense marking
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